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Transporter 1
A SpaceX RideShare Mission
Space Exploration Technologies Corp, known around the world
as SpaceX, is launching its first dedicated RideShare mission.
while they have put other people's satellites on previous Starlink
multi-satellite launches, this is the first launch completely dedicated to launching satellites for other entities into a Sun Synchronous orbit (SSO).

Israel defense, spaceQ, and UVSQ
If your company or school has created a microsat, nanosat, or
other small payload that can take advantage of an SSO, you can
get it launched for as little as $1 million. And considering the
average cost of a satellite launch, that is really inexpensive. You
can reserve a space on a future RideShare mission at their website, http://SpaceX.com/rideshare
The first stage of the Falcon 9 booster launching this mission to
orbit is expected to land on a barge in the Atlantic Ocean off the
Bahama islands, about 400 miles downrange. (The landing will
be too far to see from launch viewing areas, though upper atmosphere course correction burns might be visible about 7
minutes after launch.
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Multiple satellites launched on a Falcon 9
Transporter 1
According to Wikipedia, a Sun-synchronous orbit (SSO), also
called a heliosynchronous orbit, is a nearly polar orbit around a
planet, in which the satellite passes over any given point of the
planet's surface at the same local mean solar time. More technically, it is an orbit arranged so that it precesses through one
complete revolution each year, so it always maintains the same
relationship with the Sun.
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Among the entities getting their satellites into orbit on this mission are: NanoRacks, NanoAvionics, Exolaunch, Swarm Technologies, Spaceflight, HawkEye, NASA, iQPS, Umbra Labs, Celestis,
Astrocast, Tyvax Nano-Satellite Systems, US DOD, USAF, KelplarianTech, NearSpace, Space Domain Awareness, R2, LINCOLNSHIRE, inOrbit, PlanetiQ, Capella, Kepler, Astro Digital, D-Orbit,
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